A ·reformulation of the theory of libration waves is presented to study the first-order Raman scattering of solid o-H2 and p-D2, basing on the unshielded electric quadrupole-quadrupole interaction and assuming Pa3 structure to be the lowest energy configuration of J=1 molecules. An accurate estimation of the zero point effect is given, in agreement with the previous result obtained by perturbation method. The k=O libration modes relevant for the first order processes are studied exactly. It is shown that the ratios of three excitation energies with k=O agrees fairly with the low-lying three Raman spectra observed by Silvera, Hardy and McTague for o~H 2 and p-D 2 • The predicted value of F=6e 2 Q 2 /25a 5 is in a good agreement with the other measurements for p-D2, while a considerable discrepancy appears for o-H 2 • The theoretical intensity ratio agrees fairly with the measured result, assuming the sample to be polycrystalline. The angular dependence of the scattering cross section is given for the right angle scattering by single crystal. It is pointed out that a strong angular dependence of the scattering cross section due to the lowest mode excitation may be used to set the orientation of single crystal o-H2 and p-D2 to be possibly prepared in future.
) ' 2 )
The Raman spectra come from the excitation of libration waves. Hardy et al. pointed out some discrepancies to exist between the observed result and theoretical one.
The theory of libration waves was originally suggested by Frenkel ) and later applied to some molecular crystals, and by Mertens, Biem and Hahn.
)
The other is based on the Green's function method, as presented by Ueyama and Matsubara. 9 ) It appeared that the result obtained from one of these methods did not agree with that from the other. By taking into account quadratic terms neglected by the previous authors/),B) which should give rise to the zero point effect on the ground state, Raich and Etters 10 ) have given a detailed analysis and found the agreement with the result from the Green's function method. 9 ) The neglected terms play an important role in our study of Raman scattering. However, Raich and Etters' treatment' seem not clear: they did not correctly give the form of normal modes, which is needed for the intensity calculation. Therefore we shall describe the formalism in some detail, before going to discussions about the Raman spectra.
The orientation dependent energy in solid H 2 and D 2 has been believed to come mainly from the electric quadrupole-quadrupole interaction, · which will hereafter be quoted brei:fly as the quadrupole interaction. Besides it, we have the other kinds of orientation dependent energies.
It is to be noted that there may be some other interactions coming from the rotation-vibration coupling 12 ) and the shielding effect. The underlying mathematics of this cancellation can be shown concisely by the use of tensor alge bra. 18 ) However, it is not the case below the transition temperature, where the anisotropic interactions averaged out at high temperatures would revive with effects of the order of 10%. Thus it will clarify the intermolecular forces in solids to study these effects to be expected.
As the previous authors did/)-10 ) we shall, in the present paper, assume the system to be coupled by the quadrupole interaction and study the Raman scattering by solid o-H 2 . The result will be applied also to solid p-D 2 • We shall give relevant numerical values as accurately as possible, comparing the result to be predicted from the present model with that by the Raman scattering measurements.1) ' 2)
The quadrupole interaction between two molecules with distance R 12 is written simply by the use of a tensor notation : 19 ) (1·1)
is a Wigner's 3-j symbol, Uh and W 2 designate the polar angles . nz1m2m3 representing the directions of two molecules 1 and 2 respectively, (6, (f)) the angles representing the direction of the line of the centers of two molecules and eQ the electric quadrupole moment of molecule.
The molecular configuration of solid orthohydrogen in the ordered state, whose crystal structure is fcc, 20 ) ,2l) will be assumed to be the Pa3 or a-nitrogen structure, as shown in Fig.  1 . That is, molecules orient unifomly in one of four body-diagonals of the cube, with a specification of (1, 1, 1), (1, -1, 1), (1, 1, -1) and ( -1, 1, 1) directions for respective sublattices of (0, 0, 0), (0, 1/2, 1/2), (1/2, 0, 1/2) and (1/2, 1/2, 0). This molecular configuration has proved to be the lowest energy configuration of the quadrupole interaction.
22 l-
The lowest molecular configuration remains unaltered if one takes the anisotropic parts of the valence and dispersion energies into account. 2 l have suggested some other structure with a lower symmetry.
In § 2, we shall give a formalism of libration waves. The normal modes of libration waves will be given in § 3. In the same section the zero point effect is also discussed. It is noted that our estimation of the zero point corrections by the method of libration waves does not involve any explicit use of the density of states. The excitation energies will be given accurately for particular wave vectors in § 4, where k = 0 normal modes will be discussed in detail. In § 5, we
give an expression for the polarizability operator of the system, neglecting the shielding effect. The neglection does not matter for the first order Raman processes, as far as the relative intensities are concerned. In § 6, the scattering cross sections are given for the first order processes. The angular dependence of the cross section is discussed there in detail for right angled scattering. It is shown also that the two-libration wave processes due to the zero point motion gives rise to a very small cross section. The comparison of the theoretical results with the experimental ones will be given in § 7. § 2. Excitation energy of libration waves (a) Hamiltonian
The scheme described m reference 27) to be referred to hereafter as M-N will be taken also in the present study.
We use the quadrupole components Zt, z 2 , ···, z 5 instead of Y 2 , 7 n(w) as specified in Table I . The quadrupole interaction between two molecules, Eq. (1·1), is written in terms of z'" (i) The new coordinate systems will now be chosen such that z-axis is parallel to the classical direction of molecules in the ordered configuration, hence we have four different z-axes. In these new coordinate systems, the quadrupole components are given by (2·2)
Here the transformation matrices T's are different for molecules belonging to different sublattices. The quadrupole interaction is now written (2·3) Here (2·4) m which (F" 11 ) and (T""') are given respectively in Tables II and VII 
The quadrupole energy of the system is given by
In the present coordinate systems, we have Then the diagonal part of W is given by So we have repeated the relevant summation over lattice points falling inside a sphere with radius 40v'2a with the same result as had been obtained already. We also observed that the convergence is rather rapid and the value comes out in the lattice summation up to 20y2a.
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On the other hand, JziJ-i represents 0--- However, the above method of replacing the angular momentum operators and their products by boson operators or their products may work less well than the spin wave method in ordered magnets. There is a seriously different feature between spin waves and libration waves, as is illustrated in Fig. 2 . In spin waves, each angular momentum precesses near the quantized axis, so that the transverse component must be small. In libration waves, each rotational angular momentum is inside the plane vertical to the quantized axis, so that the transverse component will now be quite large. It is due to the motion of the transverse components that the libration wave comes out.
The following may be worth noting. Contrary to the spin wave case, we have [Jxi> JyJ = iJzi~O, which allows us to introduce two boson operators: we could introduce them respectively through Jxi and Jyi instead of the present choice.
Though we have introduced our boson operators respectively through JziJ+i and J+iJzi, the latters would be coupled to each other if we had a non-zero expectation value of Jzi· This is manifested by going to the next higher order terms to appear in the expansions of JziJ+i and J+iJzi in terms of the boson operators, whose primary terms are given by Eq. (2 ·12). These terms can be obtained so as to satisfy the commutation relations:
, in the manifold with J = 1 successively. However, any expansion parameter such as 1/ S in the spin wave theory cannot . be found, as will be observed if one writes down the above formalism more generally without a specific choice of J = 1. Now, instead of ai and bi we prefer to use
In this representation Jzi is non-diagonal, though J'}i is still diagonal:
We shall define the Fourier transformed operators
where the lattice summation is taken in a sublattice a. We shall further introduce
These operators satisfy the following commutation relation:
which follows with the help of Eq. (2 ·13 
where (2 ·24)
Now we shall look for the annihilation operator of the libration wave,
( 2· 25) Expression for X" (k) can be seen by making the following commutators:
As will be seen from such inspection, 
(2. 28)
Eliminating tp,al and sp,a 2 in the second and third equations of Eq. (2 · 28) with the help of the first and fourth equations of them, we get (e" * 2 -
(1
This is a set of eight equations which determines the energies of libration waves with a wave vector k.
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Raich and Etters 10 > came to essentially the same equations with apparently different forms. But they seem not to have paid a due attention to mixing of k and -k states. § 3. Normal modes and zero point corrections which leads to the condition
(3·2) a,v by the use of Eq. (2 · 27).
If we solve Eq. (2 · 27) with respect to qav (k) and Pav (-k), the result is
The commutation relation, Eq. (2 · 22), leads to 
within a single k.
(b) Zero point corrections
After substituting Eqs. (3 · 9) into Eq. (2 · 23), we make use of Eqs. (2 · 30) and (3 · 7) to get (3 ·11) Hence the zero point correction to W 0° is given by L1Wo= ~Nj;+_!_ ~ ~ e"(k).
We note that the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3 ·12) is three times the semiclassical ground state energy, W 0°; quite a big figure. A greater part of this term should be cancelled by the second term, giving a very small resultant. We shall next look into the zero point correction to the order parameter given by the ground state average of (3/2) Jz 2 i -1. Hence we shall look into the ground state average of uitui + vitvi according to Eq. (2 ·19). By the same procedure as given above, we get easily
Let us define an 8
(3 ·13) (3 ·14) whose eigenvalues will be denoted by A1 (k), A2 (k), .. ·, As (k). Then we get the energy of a libration wave in the following form:
as can be seed easily from Eq. (2 · 30). If we may assume I j;J to be much larger than }.P (k), the right-hand side of Eq. (3 ·15) can be expanded as
Now we shall make use of the in variance of the diagonal sum:
:E J,.fo(k) =Tr A(k), It is because the density of states they used has not an accuracy sufficient to get the correct figure. § 4. Excitation energies and normal modes for particular wave vectors
In the present section, we shall mainly study k = 0 libration modes, which are responsible for the first order processes. The k = 0 modes consist of 1 twofold degenerate modes and 2 three-fold degenerate ones, as was shown by the previous authors.
7 >""' 10 > This result was based on the nearest neighbor approximation. Hardy et aU> pointed out these degenerate modes to correspond respectively to the eg and tg symmetries of tetrahedrons.
As is given by Eq. (3 ·15), the excitation energy of libration waves can be obtained from the eigenvalue of an 8 X 8 matrix A defined by Eq. (3 ·14). The matrix A for k = 0 is generally written
where a, b, · · ·, p, q are expressed Ill terms of the parameters given Nakamura's paper : 22 >'*> 4 a=-eu, 9
Ill Nagai and (4·2) *) Below, f!l's in reference 22) are replaced by e llW It is also noted that the exact numerical values given in the present paper correspond to 1/ (2 v2) times those in the same reference, where the latter figures agree with ours within 1% error (See Errata 22 ) for the correction of a factor of 2).
Owing to the symmetry of the quadrupole interaction, there exist some relations among the above parameters, which were given by Nagai and Nakamura. These are
Thus we have three independent parameters, which are chosen to be e 11 , g 11 and U22· The computation gives e 11 = 4.3957,
In units of (25/8) r.
Let an eigenvector of A be Then an 8 X 8 matrix, Eq. (4 ·1), reduces to four 2 X 2 matrices:
Here the matrices refer to the bases given respectively on the right side of them.
As will be seen if one uses Eqs. ( 4 · 2) r..J ( 4 · 5), the matrix ( 4 · 8) gives a doubly degenerate eigenvalue, which is (4·12) The excitation energies obtained for the wave vectors of interest are given in Tahl~ II, where those in the nearest neighbor approximation are shown also. As can be seen in. the table, the exact estimation gives 8# (0) higher than the approximate one by about 3 in units of T. This increase comes mainly from the diagonal elements of A(k), which are equal to (4/9)e 11 =1.954. These elements are neglected in the nearest neighbor approximation.
The k = 0 normal modes are essential in estimating the intensity of the Raman spectra due to the first order processes. They are obtained from com- 
to use, the following convention: 
Three equivalent matrices Mh M 2 and M 3 re3pectively given by ( 4 · 9), ( 4 ·10) and ( 4 ·11) must be related as 
. (4 ·24) § 5. Polarizahili.ty operator
We shall look into the polarizability of the system, which is responsible ±or the Raman scattering.
>
The wavelength of light will be assumed to be infinite.
We shall below assume also that the total polarizability is given by the sum of the polarizabilities of individual molecules. It means the neglection of contributions to the total polarizability due to shielding effects. These effects will be studied in a later paper together with an effect of the non-linear terms in the Hamiltonian, which will be neglected below. Let x"~ (i) be the polarizability tensor of a single H 2 molecule i. The isotropic part of X"~ (i), which is given by xo "~ with X= (Xu+ 2XJ..) /3, is independent of the molecular orientation. Here Xu and X.1. are the electronic polarizabilities of the molecule parallel and perpendicular to the molecular axis respectively. By omitting the isotropic part of we xi'~ (i)' introduce the following components of the polarizability tensor:
Then we have Table I .
If we take the coordinate system whose z-axis is parallel to the molecular direction in the ordered state, z~ (i) is replaced by z~ (i) as was defined by Eq. (2 · 7). In the same sublattice, the quantization direction of o-H 2 is the same, so that we sum x~ (i) over molecules belonging to the same sublattice:
(5·3) Now we shall write down the total polarizability of the system in the coordinate system referred to the cube of fcc lattice. The transformation needed is provided by the matrix T defined by Eq. where Pv is a component of the total polarizability tensor according to the standard notation: (5 ·5) By successive uses of Eqs. (2 ·12), (2 ·16), (2 ·18) rv (2 · 21) and (3 · 9), we express Xv (Gi) in terms of the normal mode coordinates of libration waves, X"' and X"'t. The constant terms would vanish, except X 2 (Go) which does not appear in Pv. Then Xv (Gi) consists generally of the terms linear and quadratic in the normal mode coordinates. Thus Pv can be written in the following form:
where Pv < 1 ) represents the linear terms and Pv < 2 ) and Pv < 3 l the quadratic terms, both in the normal coordinates. The linear terms give rise to the one-libration wave processes, in which light is scattered by creation or destruction of a libration wave, and the quadratic terms to the two-libration wave processes, in which light is scattered by creation or destruction of two libration waves. Corresponding to Eq. (5·6), we write Xv(Gi) as ( 
7)
The expressiOns for P/n) or x/n) (Gi) will below be given separately for each process.
(a) One-libration wave processes
Owing to the translational symmetry, this process occurs only for k = 0 modes.
"'
) and P 2 < 1 > are coupled with the e 17 -mode, while P 3 < 1 ), P 4 < 1 ) and P 5 < 1 ) with the two t 17 -modes. This result is reasonable,. because the symmetry of (P 1 < 1 ), P 2 < 1 )) is e 17 and that of (P 3 < 1 ), P 4 (1>, P 5 < 1 )) t 217
lib ration wave processes
The polarizability for the two-libration wave processes consists of two parts, of which P" < 2 ) may be more important because it is effective far below the transition temperature, as is seen below.
are For brevity, we shall here write down Xv < 2 ) (Gi), whose non-vanishing elements
for v = 1, 2 and 5. The coefficients, A" (i) (k, fl, 11'), are given by
where r a (Gi) is defined by Eq. (4 ·14). Thus PY) gives rise to simultaneous creation or destruction of two libration waves with wave vectors k and -k, by which light is scattered.
For X} 3 ) (Gi), we have
As is seen from Eq. (5 ·11), P" (S) gives rise to the scattering of light by the interband transition of libration waves. However, this process is almost ineffective because the population of thermal libration waves is so small far below the transition temperature, though the matrix components relevant for the transitions are considerably larger than those for simultaneous creation of two libration waves. § 6. Scattering cross sections
The differential cross section of light scattered by the system at 0°K, being observed at solid angle S2 with frequency (}), is given by 30 ) Here n< 1 ) and n< 2 ) represent the unit polarization vectors of scattered light,
/h a transition frequency and Ev a component of the electric field for the incident light with frequency (1) 0 , which will be assumed to be linearly polarized.
(a) One-libration wave processes
Using our standard notation (5 · 5), we have
Let us first study the Raman scattering due to excitation of the lowest mode,· which has the largest cross section. The matrix components for the excitation with ey-symmetry, which are given by Eq. ( 4 · 23), are the same for these two degenerate modes as can be seen from the first two equations in (5 · 8). Then, for the excitation of interest we obtain the following differential cross sects on: where (6 ·5) and we used Eqs. (3 ·13), (5 · 8) , (6 ·1) and (6 · 2).
The total cross section due to excitation of the err mode can be obtained from the integration of F(.Q) over whole solid angles, whose result becomes (4n/3) ·IEI 2 •
We look into the differential cross section for the right angled scattering. In the laboratory frame: (X, Y, Z) with Z-axis parallel to the propagation direction of incident light, components of (6·4) the electric field are assumed to be (Eh E 2 , 0). We consider scattering light propagating along X-direction, where the unit polarization vectors of it, nC 1 ) and nC 2 ), are assumed to be (0, 0, -1) and (0, 1, 0) respectively. In Fig. 3 , we show orientation of the crystal frame relative to the laboratory frame, which is described by three Euler angles (¢, (), ¢) =SJ. With these specifications, we have
If we substitute Eq. (6 · 6) into Eq. (6 · 5), the result can be written Here
whose· integration over whole solid angles gives (4n/3) ·IEI
•
For the right angled scattering,
E} v'3 [( . ---------
The angular dependences of f~ (!2), f~ (!2) and f{z (!2) are shown in Fig. 4B for the same geometries as given in Fig. 4A . The angular average results
<~I~ (!2))=0'
The scattering cross section due to excitation of the higher ta-modes is given by Eq. (6 · 9) with replacements of 8/ If we denote the integrated total cross section due to excitation of the lowest k=O mode by Ib which is obtained from Eq. (6·4), the ratio of I' to l1 is given by (6 ·16) Table IIIA . The number of Raman spectra is 5 instead of 3 to be expected from the number of k = 0 excitation energy spectra. By this discrepancy, Hardy et al.
1
) suggested that the ordered configuration of J = 1 molecules should have some other structure with lower symmetry than the Pa3 structure has. However, any structure with the lower energy cannot be found at the lowest temperature, 25 ) though there may exist a possibility that other structure might be more stable near the transition temperature. 31 ) Their argument is based on the first order processes. However, there exist two-libration wave processes, though the processes brought by the zero point motion of molecules give only a very small scattering cross section ( § 6 (b)) . The lower and upper edges of the Raman spectra coming from these processes appear respectively at twice as the lowest and highest energies of k = 0 libration waves, being not inconsistent with the observed data. It is noted that accuracy of measured frequency shifts is not very high. The worst case falls into the lowest Raman spectrum. The Raman data for o-H 2 are less accurate than those for p-D2.
In Table IIIB , we compare observed excitation energies with theoretical ones, both normalized to the lowest excitation energy, where theoretical energy values resulting from the nearest neighbor approximation are shown also. The excitation energies with due account of interactions to the next nearest neighbors, which have been given by Berlinsky, Harris and Coll, 32 ) are very close to our exact result. As can be seen from Table IIIB , discrepancies between the theoretical and observed excitation energies have been improved fairly by taking into account properly the quadrupole interactions with further neighbors than nearest ones. Now let us look into the coupling constant, T, to be predicted from the observed lowest frequency shift. Our lowest excitation energy is 13.68T according to Table II, 
28
) 0.80°K from both specific heat data and a recent analysis 36 ) of nuclear spin-lattice relaxation data 37 ) at the high temperature limit of the rigid lattice, which are compared with the present result 0.65°K. Now a considerable discrepancy has appeared for o-H 2 • The reason is not clear. It is noted that the ratio (T)DJ (T)n Raman spectrum is somewhat higher than (Tc)DJ (Ta)n 2 to be predicted for the transition temperature of the pure J = 1 system, which is 3.8/2.8 = 1.36.
If one uses the theoretical estimates of Q = 0.1339 and 0.1367 X 10-16 cm 2 respectively for D 2 and H 2 , 88 ) he has (7 ·1) which are higher than the semi-empirical values given above by about 20%, as were pointed out by various authors. We are not going to discuss this discrepancy,89) but only mention that the purely theoretical value of (T)DJ (T)n Owing to the presence of J = 0 molecules with concentration of about 3%, the observed excitation energies are possibly lower than those for the pure J = 1 system by 3%, assuming a random distribution. In addition to this correction, one might have some other correction coming from the higher order terms neglected in Eq. (2 · 23) . This correction cannot easily be obtained, but it is believed to be small.
The theoretical intensity ratios are the same for both the total scattering cross section and the cross sections for right angle scattering, assuming a poly-crystalline sample. The ratios are estimated from Eqs. (6 · 4) and (6 · 9) with the use of Eq. ( 4 ·18) and Table II . The estimates are shown in the last column of Table  IIIB , in an excellent agreement with the observed intensity ratio for the lowest two spectra of p-D 2 • Our intensity ratios are somewhat different from those reported by Hardy et al., 1 ) partly because they used the result by Mertens et al.s) 
